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Abstract
Hydraulic tomography is an emerging field and modeling method that provides a continuous hydraulic conductivity (K )
distribution for an investigated region. Characterization approaches that rely on interpolation between one-dimensional (1D) profiles
have limited ability to accurately identify high-K channels, juxtapositions of lenses with high K contrast, and breaches in layers
or channels between such profiles. However, locating these features is especially important for groundwater flow and transport
modeling, and for design and operation of in situ remediation in complex hydrogeologic environments. We use transient hydraulic
tomography to estimate 3D K in a volume of 15-m diameter by 20-m saturated thickness in a highly heterogeneous unconfined
alluvial (clay to sand-and-gravel) aquifer with a K range of approximately seven orders of magnitude at an active industrial site in
Assemini, Sardinia, Italy. A modified Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used for geostatistical inversion to deal with the nonlinear
nature of the highly heterogeneous system. The imaging results are validated with pumping tests not used in the tomographic
inversion. These tests were conducted from three of five clusters of continuous multichannel tubing (CMTs) installed for observation
in the tomographic testing. Locations of high-K continuity and discontinuity, juxtaposition of very high-K and very low-K lenses, and
low-K ‘‘plugs’’ are evident in regions of the investigated volume where they likely would not have been identified with interpolation
from 1D profiles at the positions of the pumping well and five CMT clusters. Quality assessment methods identified a suspect high-K
feature between the tested volume and a lateral boundary of the model.

Introduction
A great challenge in understanding and predicting groundwater flow and the movement and fate of
substances in the subsurface is accurate estimation of
heterogeneity at needed scales of resolution. Complexity
of hydrogeology or heterogeneity of hydraulic conductivity (K ) has been cited almost universally among main
reasons for failure or poor performance of groundwater
remediation and monitoring systems (National Research
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Council [NRC] 2005, 2013; Illman and Alvarez 2009;
Anderson and McCray 2011; Leeson and Stroo 2011;
Abriola et al. 2012). Commonly used methods such as
slug tests, flowmeter tests, and direct push tests or analysis
of borehole samples (e.g., grain size analysis and sample
permeameter tests) provide highly resolved estimates, but
are one-dimensional (1D) and cannot resolve important
details of the continuous, 3D heterogeneous nature of the
subsurface (e.g., continuity or discontinuity of high-K
and low-K bodies), which are necessary for predicting
transport and for remediation method selection, design,
and operation (Anderson 1997; Butler 2005; NRC 2005,
2013; Bohling et al. 2007; Castagna and Bellin 2009;
Brauchler et al. 2011).
Hydraulic tomography (HT) is a method with potential for providing high-resolution continuous 3D K distributions. 3D transient HT (THT) involves conducting
a series of discrete-interval pumping tests with discreteinterval pressure observations at multiple locations, and
the data are analyzed through inversion of all tests
together. HT has been evolving over the past two decades
(Gottlieb and Dietrich 1995); numerical and laboratory
examples have contributed to HT operational improvements including increased effectiveness in observation
types, times, and networks (e.g., Cardiff et al. 2013b; Sun
et al. 2013), and in computational efficiencies (Liu and
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Kitanidis 2011; Brauchler et al. 2013; Cardiff et al. 2013a;
Jiménez et al. 2013; Liu et al 2013, 2014; Lee and Kitanidis 2014). Cardiff and Barrash (2011) provided a comprehensive summary of 2D and 3D HT studies. To date,
there have been more than 20 published field studies using
HT, but only a handful (perhaps seven) that provide 3D
imaging, and fewer still at the scale of source zones
(Kramm et al. 2001) or in situ remediation applications
(e.g., surface areas spanning 10s of meters in each direction). Following, we briefly review some of the 3D field
THT studies with an emphasis on high-resolution efforts
at the source zone or in situ remediation scale.
Brauchler et al. (2010, 2011) used type curve analysis
and a travel-time-based tomographic inversion approach
with slug interference tests, initially in 2D and then in 3D
in a confined sand-and-gravel aquifer at the Stegemuhle
research site in Germany. Their method is limited to
confined aquifers with K range up to several orders of
magnitude, and the modeling approach is computationally
efficient. High-resolution diffusivity distribution and K
zones with uniform values were imaged in a relatively
small investigated volume (5 m × 5 m × 2 m) with aquifer
K range of one order of magnitude.
Berg and Illman (2011a) used 3D THT to estimate K
and Ss distributions in a volume of 15 m × 15 m × 12 m
of a highly heterogeneous glaciofluvial confined aquiferaquitard system at the North Campus Research Site
(NCRS) at the University of Waterloo, Canada. They were
able to identify the most salient features of the upper
part of the system based on comparison to the known
geology and to permeameter data where HT observations
were also available. Validation results from curve matches
with tests not used in the HT inversion were less clear
and the authors suggested sources of error may have
been too coarse of a numerical grid, and spacing of
pumping locations and monitoring ports more than half
the correlation length of the aquifer. Cardiff et al. (2012,
2013b) used modular equipment to perform 3D THT in a
20-m diameter by 16.5-m thick volume of an unconfined
aquifer at the Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site
(BHRS). Their 3D estimate of K distribution compared
well with values of K from slug tests at wells used for HT
(Cardiff et al. 2012; Barrash and Cardiff 2013), although
the comparison quality was reduced at the top and/or
bottom of wells where observation measurements were
more sparse or unavailable (see also Liu et al. 2002).
In these field demonstrations of 3D THT, Cardiff et al.
(2012, 2013b) estimated over 100,000 parameters at high
resolution (i.e., values of K at 1 m x 1 m x 0.6 m voxels)
using three points for matching from each of hundreds of
drawdown curves. Cardiff et al. (2013b) also quantified
the significant reduction in predictive capability of HT
for K that occurs when pumping and observation density
are reduced.
The main objective of this work is to test the
capability of 3D THT to generate high-resolution, accurate
3D K at field scale (e.g., investigated volume about 15 m
diameter x 20 m thickness) in a highly heterogeneous
(clay to sand-and-gravel) unconfined sedimentary aquifer
172

at a hydrologically noisy, contaminated, industrial site
with only minimal prior hydrogeological information. In
particular, we show that principal features of interest (e.g.,
continuity and discontinuity of high-K and low-K zones,
juxtaposition of high K -contrast bodies) can be imaged
with 3D THT where they are not likely recognizable
by interpolation between 1D observation locations (wells,
continuous multichannel tubing or CMTs [Einarson and
Cherry 2002]). We present three methods of evaluation
of results that attest to the high quality of the 3D K
tomogram overall, while pointing to an area with greater
errors and uncertainty where further investigation may
be useful. In the process, we show that pumping tests
from discrete CMT zones (i.e., tests not included in the
inversion) are successfully used for validation, and thus
such tests can be low-cost, low-impact, time-efficient
supplements or alternatives to conventional pumping
tests from discrete zones in wells in unconsolidated
sedimentary aquifers. Furthermore, we note additional
modeling and field adaptations that supported the highquality high-resolution imaging of the 3D K distribution
for this study.

Field Site and Experimental Design
Brief descriptions of the field site and experimental
design for the 3D THT tests of this study are given in
the following sections. Additional details on the site, test
conditions, equipment, and operational considerations are
provided in Supporting Information.
Site Description
The hydrogeological setting for the 3D THT tests
of this study is the shallow alluvial aquifer system of
the southern Campidano Plains near the Gulf of Cagliari
in southern Sardinia, Italy (Ciabatti and Pilia 2004).
The HT tests were conducted during a dry period in
October 2013 within an industrial site in Assemini where
legacy groundwater contamination is captured for on-site
treatment by barrier wells at the down-gradient boundary
of the site (Figure S1).
The HT testing was conducted within an area of about
20 m × 20 m with a specially constructed pumping well
(NPM01) and five clusters of CMTs installed with three
nested CMTs in each cluster (2 × 3-channel and 1 × 7channel) emplaced at 6.7 m to 8.5 m radial distances from
NPM01, and at equally spaced radial angles from each
other (see Figures 1 and S2). A screened opening of 15cm length was cut into each CMT channel. Based on site
knowledge, 13 openings in each of the CMT clusters were
spaced over 15 m from about 19.5 m BLS to the water
table (∼5 m BLS) to provide high-density observation
coverage for the HT testing (Table S1). Well NPM01
was constructed for this project to support pumping from
15 screened zones, each hydrologically isolated with
alternating sand and bentonite in the annular space (e.g.,
Einarson 2006).
Fiber-optic pressure transducers were used for measuring head changes at observation locations and in the
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In addition, seven pumping tests from CMT zones (using
a peristaltic pump) were conducted on a reconnaissance
basis; these tests are used for validation of the HT results.
Flow rates for all pumping tests were measured using a
bucket-and-stopwatch method (e.g., Bohling et al. 2007)
due to failure of a digital in-line flowmeter.

Data Analysis and Inversion
In this study, we follow a data analysis approach
similar to that developed by Cardiff and Barrash (2011)
and Cardiff et al. (2012, 2013b) with modifications to
handle the high degree of nonlinearity of this problem.
The analysis steps of data selection, forward model
development, and inversion are described briefly here;
additional detail is given in Supporting Information.

Figure 1. Three-dimensional perspective of pumping intervals (circles) at NPM01 and observation locations (triangles)
at CMT locations. Downward pointing triangles are CMT
locations used for a test with lower observation zones occupied with transducers (e.g., test using NPM01-4 on 17 Oct
2013) and upward pointing triangles are CMT locations used
for a test with transducers in upper observation zones (e.g.,
test using NPM01-5 on 22 Oct 2013). Coordinates of locations
are given in Table S1.

pumping well because of their accuracy and precision
(capable of recording head changes ≤1 mm), fast and
adjustable sampling rate, and small-diameter probe and
cable. In particular, the 4 mm transducer diameter allowed
insertion into CMTs and into 6.35 mm-diameter tubing
used in the straddle-packer pumping system in NPM01
and in the modular, temporary hydraulic packer-and-port
system used to limit pressure short-circuiting through a
monitoring well (fully screened with sand pack) near
NPM01 in the tested volume (Figure S2). For this study,
transducers were available to populate only half the observation zones at a time; thus the pumping test series was
conducted twice—with observations in lower and upper
configurations, respectively (Figure 1, Table 1).
Pumping Tests
Based on previous experience, we anticipated running
short-duration pumping tests for the HT campaign (Barrash et al. 2006; Cardiff et al. 2012, 2013b). However,
given the large range of hydrologic properties associated
with the clay to sand-and-gravel aquifer, we conducted
pretest modeling to assess pumping rates, pumping times,
expected drawdown magnitudes, and necessary recovery
times between tests to assure high-quality data with efficient time management. From this analysis, we determined
that tests with 15 min of pumping followed by 45 min of
recovery would allow the recovery rate to reduce to an
insignificant influence on following tests.
A straddle-packer system with a submersible pump
between the packers was used for most pumping tests.
NGWA.org

Data Selection
Each pressure transducer records thousands of pressure measurements during the course of a 15-min test. Due
to the heterogeneous nature of the volume tested, the range
of responses varied greatly; Figure 2 shows examples of
differences in response time lag, drawdown magnitude,
and curve shape. We found that using four points from
each drawdown curve was sufficient to capture diagnostic
information (Cooper and Jacob 1946; Boulton 1954; Neuman 1972; McElwee and Yukler 1978) about the unknown
parameter field with HT. For efficiency in picking and
model setup, we used the same four observation times
(i.e., ∼10, 40, 150, and 860 s) except for tests run for
less than 15 min (Table 1). Also note that drawdown
magnitudes of ≤1 mm are above the noise level of the
transducers and provide valuable information (Figures 2
and S5 through S10).
Forward Model
We use MODFLOW (Harbaugh 2005) to simulate
the field pumping tests. The top of the modeling domain
is the water table. Based on available site reports, we
placed a bottom no-flux boundary representing a lowpermeability zone approximately 19.5 m below the pretest
water table. Given favorable site conditions during the
HT testing campaign (noted previously and in Supporting
Information), we use constant-head boundary conditions.
The overall domain size for all forward models used to
simulate pumping tests is 81 m × 81 m × 9.8 m, with the
extent of lateral boundaries large enough to limit artificial
impacts of constant head boundaries while maintaining
a tractable modeling problem. In this regard, we moved
boundaries outward when consistent bias was observed
in curve mismatches for many tests with only 0.7 mm
drawdown influence at boundaries.
The model domain is discretized in cells that are
maximum 1 m × 1 m × 0.6 m, with increasing refinement
near the pumping well where the smallest cell size is
0.1 m × 0.1 m × 0.06 m. Each MODFLOW model consists
of 2.31 million cells. The open well, packers in the well
and bentonite rings in the annular space, and gravel rings
in the annular space were represented explicitly in the
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Table 1
Summary of Pumping Tests from NPM01 (Located at 70.26 m East and 54.86 m North in Local Coordinates)

Test Date
16-Oct-2013
17-Oct-2013
17-Oct-2013
17-Oct-2013
17-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
18-Oct-2013
21-Oct-2013
21-Oct-2013
21-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
22-Oct-2013
23-Oct-2013
23-Oct-2013
23-Oct-2013
23-Oct-2013
23-Oct-2013

Pumping
Interval

Center of Pump
Location (m AMSL)

Average Flow
Rate (L/min)

FO Transducer
Configuration

Number of FO
Transducers Used

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

−13.95
−12.72
−11.82
−10.78
−9.71
−8.75
−7.85
−6.88
−5.91
−4.93
−3.95
−2.98
−1.99
−0.04
−13.95
−12.72
−11.82
−10.78
−9.71
−8.75
−7.85
−6.88
−5.91
−4.93
−3.95
−2.98
−1.99
−1.00

3.49
4.60
4.80
3.00
3.20
2.05
4.05
3.42
2.88
2.49
1.74
2.62
3.29
3.33
4.99
6.97
6.35
4.41
4.49
2.51
4.17
4.44
4.31
3.53
3.50
3.79
4.13
1.90

Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Lower zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones
Upper zones

32
34
31
34
33
35
35
35
35
35
34
35
34
35
30
31
31
29
31
31
31
30
30
29
29
29
31
30

model with fixed K values of 1.0 m/s, 4.0 × 10−6 m/s,
and 4.0 × 10−3 m/s, respectively. This was necessary to
allow MODFLOW to converge for cases where the
pumping well was in a low-K zone (see Vesselinov
et al. 2001 for another example of explicit treatment
of small-scale features in an inversion). Run times for
individual MODFLOW simulations on a single core of a
conventional desktop PC ranged from less than 2 min to
10 to 20 min. These run-times were largely dependent on
the degree of heterogeneity in the parameter field during
inversion, and on the rate of pumping and local rates of
drawdown for a given test.
Inversion
For tomographic imaging of the aquifer properties, we
use the Bayesian-based geostatistical inversion approach
of Kitanidis and Vomvoris (1983) and Kitanidis (1995),
with modifications for solving the optimization problem.
Here we briefly summarize our implementation and
modifications; more complete descriptions of using the
geostatistical approach for inversion of HT data are given
in Supporting Information and in Cardiff and Barrash
(2011) and Cardiff et al. (2012, 2013b). The relationship
between the data and the unknown parameter field is
through the forward model. We assume the error in
this relationship, due to both measurement noise and
174

Test Duration
(min)
15
15
15
7
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
3
15
15
14
15
15
9
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
5

an imperfect model, to be normally distributed with
zero mean and to be independent. The parameter field
is assumed to be stationary with a mean that can be
expressed by the product of known drift functions and
unknown drift coefficients and by a covariance function.
From the drawdown data, 3336 data points were used
to invert for 2.17 × 105 unknown parameters (Table 2).
The unknown parameter field was uniformly discretized
into 1 m × 1 m × 0.6 m cells, which encompassed single or
multiple MODFLOW grid cells if the location was away
from or near the center of the model domain, respectively.
We use the adjoint MODFLOW solver of Clemo (2007)
to compute the sensitivity matrix of observations to
unknowns, where the time to do so equals the time to solve
MODFLOW simulations for the number of observations
plus one. The objective function to be optimized balances
data fitting and plausibility of the estimated parameter
field.
Previous implementation of the quasi-linear geostatistical approach has included a line search between the current and new parameter fields in order to ensure reduction
in the objective function at each iteration (Cardiff et al.
2012, 2013b). Due to the highly heterogeneous nature
of the site, we used the modified Levenberg-Marquardt
(L-M) approach to the geostatistical method (Nowak and
Cirpka 2004). The L-M approach is a hybrid of the
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Figure 2. Example drawdown curves illustrating the range of responses in magnitude, time lag to drawdown initiation,
and curve shape. Q is pumping rate, r is lateral distance from a pumping zone to an observation location, and z is the
vertical coordinate of an observation location. Red lines are moving averages of drawdown measurements. Results shown for:
(a) pumping interval NPM01-10, observations at CMT3-4, (b) pumping interval NPM01-10, observations at CMT2-5,
(c) pumping interval NPM01-9, observations at CMT4-1, and (d) pumping interval CMT3-2, observations at CMT1-1.

Table 2
Size of the 3D THT Problem at an Active
Industrial Site

Pumping DrawTests
down
Used
Curves
26

834

Observation
Cells in
(Data)
Each
ParaPoints
MODFLOW
meters
Used (n)
Model
Inverted (m)
3336

2.31 × 106

Tomographic Imaging Results

2.17 × 105

Gauss-Newton and steepest-descent methods that works
well for problems that are more strongly nonlinear (Pujol
2007). Finally, within this Bayesian framework, we can
estimate the uncertainty of the K field, represented as the
normalized standard deviation, by using the square root
of the diagonal of the posterior covariance matrix (see
Supporting Information).
NGWA.org

In this study, we are interested in imaging the 3D
heterogeneous K field, but we also solve for constant
values of the storage parameters Ss and Sy . Cardiff
and Barrash (2011) demonstrated that using reasonable
constant values for Ss and Sy does not significantly impact
estimates of the heterogeneous K field.

The goal is to estimate the K field at this site with
resolution of sufficient detail for potential source zone
remediation. The 3D THT imaging results identify many
hydrogeological features with a range of K across almost
seven orders of magnitude and geometric mean value of
the best estimate of the K field equal to 1.3 × 10−5 m/s
(Figures 3 and 4). The constant values of “effective”
Ss and Sy for the site are estimated by the inversion to
be 2.8 × 10−5 m−1 and 6.6 × 10−3 , respectively. Small
values for Sy in short-duration pumping tests are well
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional vertical transects of the estimated log10 (K [m/s]) field (left) and the corresponding uncertainty
or posterior standard deviation normalized by the range of the log10 (K [m/s]) (right). The top images are in the easting
direction (y = 54.9 m) (a), while the bottom images are in the northing direction (x = 70.3 m) (b). Both images are centered at
the pumping well NPM01. CMTs are shown for perspective on lateral distances and are not necessarily in these exact planes.

documented (Walton 1970, table 4.9; Neuman 1975;
Moench 1994; Chen and Ayers 1998; Barrash et al. 2006).
Two perpendicular cross-sections centered at NPM01 in
Figure 3 show the high variability in K at the site (panels
on the left) as well as the relative uncertainty in the
estimation (panels on the right). The imaging results show
multiple layers or lenses of both low K (i.e., silty-clayey
materials with K < 10−6 m/s) and high K (i.e., sandand-gravel material with K > 10−3 m/s) including abrupt
juxtapositions of high K -contrast lenses.
The ability of HT to capture detailed hydrogeologic
features in 3D such as continuity and discontinuity of
high-K and low-K zones, is illustrated in Figure 4. The
three rows of Figure 4 give orthogonal vertical planes of
the best estimate of the log10 K field, and the same slices of
the relative uncertainty, at three orientation perspectives.
Example hydrogeologic features identified in Figure 4
that are important for flow and transport are: a low-K
“plug”; a sloping high-K zone of continuity between two
higher K lenses; a discontinuity between two higher K
lenses at approximately the same elevation; and very lowK and very high-K lenses in close vertical proximity
(i.e., minimal smoothing). All of these significant features
(except perhaps the low-K plug) would be difficult or
176

impossible to identify with interpolation from 1D profiles
at similar positions.

Quality of Results
We assess the quality of the tomographic solution
for the 3D K distribution with three methods that have
been used previously for 3D THT (Berg and Illman
2011a, 2011b; Cardiff et al. 2012, 2013b; Illman 2014):
(1) quality of calibration, or goodness of matches between
observed drawdown curves from HT pumping tests used
in the tomography and simulated drawdown curves;
(2) distribution of uncertainty calculated for the tomographic results; and (3) quality of validation, or goodness of matches between observed drawdown curves and
curves from simulated pumping tests at CMTs (i.e., tests
not used in the tomography and at locations not close to
the pumping well used for tomography). For both sets of
comparison scenarios (i.e., (1) and (3) above), the estimated K distribution from the HT results is used for
simulations. Although it is common also to compare HT
results locally with independent 1D profiles at wells, DP,
or CMT locations, such independent data are not available
at the Assemini site investigated for this study.
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Figure 4. Slices intersecting at NPM01 illustrate the estimated log10 (K [m/s]) field (left: a, c, e) and corresponding uncertainty
or posterior standard deviation normalized by the range of the log10 (K [m/s]) (right: b, d, f) from three perspectives through
the tomographic volume of interest, primarily between NPM01 and CMTs. Important hydrogeologic features identified in
outlined zones A to D are: A in (a), a low-K “plug”; B in (c), a sloping high-K zone of continuity between two higher-K
lenses; C in (c), a discontinuity between two higher-K lenses at approximately the same elevation; D in (e), vertically adjacent
very low-K and very high-K lenses in close proximity (i.e., minimal smoothing).

NGWA.org
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Figure 5. Model calibration or simulation matches to drawdown curves from test NPM01-10. Blue dots are measurements
from the field, red dots are simulated observations using the best estimated parameter field from the inversion, and black
dashed lines indicate times at which measurements were used for data matching in the inversion.
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Model Calibration or Curve Matching of HT Tests
The inversion results are based largely on measurements from the field HT testing while also accounting for
the general prior information used. Thus, with consideration of errors in measurements and models, we expect that
the forward model with the best estimate of the parameter field will be able to closely reproduce the observations. For example, Figure 5 shows close matches between
observed drawdown curves of pumping test NPM01-10
with corresponding drawdown curves simulated by the
forward model using the best estimate K distribution from
the tomographic inversion.
Figure 6 shows a crossplot of the 3336 measured
vs. simulated data points for all 26 tests used in the
tomographic inversion. Overall, forward simulations using
the estimated K field and values for Ss , and Sy reproduce
the field data quite well, as quantified by a regression slope
of 0.9 and r 2 = 0.94. However, there is a slight trend of
under prediction (10%) for larger drawdowns. A plausible
reason for this bias of reduced observed drawdown is
some release of water from the constant head lateral
boundaries when pumping effects reach the boundaries
at later times in a given test.
Uncertainty Calculations for the Imaging Results
Although the true K field is unknown, we can
quantify the relative confidence we have in the imaging
results by calculating the K field uncertainty as the
posterior standard deviation of the K field normalized by
the range of values of the estimated field (see Supporting
Information and Cardiff et al. 2012, 2013b). This is
a metric for relative confidence in estimated K at a
given location. As expected given the close matches to
calibration curves, confidence in the estimates is high
(with few exceptions) in the volume bounded by the
observation locations (CMTs). Uncertainty in K estimates
increases below −14 m AMSL, likely due to reduced
observation density below a certain depth and uncertainty
in the bottom boundary condition of the model.
Validation with CMT Pumping Tests Not Used in the HT
Inversion
The typical goal in parameter estimation is to have
much improved predictive capability. For this research,

Figure 6. Crossplot of measured vs. simulated drawdown at
each of the 3336 match points from the 26 tests used in
the tomographic inversion. Linear regression line in black
with corresponding regression equation and r 2 , and 1:1 line
(dashed) for reference.

we desire quantitative K estimates at sufficient resolution
to support accurate predictions of flow and transport
in the context of remediation. In this regard, perhaps
the best form of validation is to test whether a model
with the estimated parameter field can predict the system
response under different conditions than were used for
data collection and tomographic parameter estimation
(Liu et al. 2007; Berg and Illman 2011a, 2011b; Cardiff
et al. 2013b; Illman 2014). We tested the ability of our
estimated parameter field (i.e., 3D THT results presented
above) to reproduce the drawdowns from seven additional
pumping tests not used in the tomographic inversion.
These tests involved pumping at three of the five CMT
clusters at the perimeter of the tested volume (Figures 1
and S2). A peristaltic pump was used to pump at lower
rates (Table 3) from the small diameter, small openinterval CMT ports. Figure 7 shows drawdown match
comparisons for the validation pumping test at CMT37. Plots of drawdown comparisons for the remaining
six validation tests are provided in Figures S5 to S10
for completeness. Additionally, Figure 8 summarizes

Table 3
Pumping Tests from CMTs Used for Inversion Validation

Test Name
15
15
28
28
29
29
29

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

NGWA.org

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

1
2
10
11
1
2
3

Pumping
Well

Pumping
Interval

CMT3
CMT3
CMT3
CMT1
CMT1
CMT1
CMT5

7
2
4
2
7
4
2

Center of
Pump Location
(m AMSL)
−4.12
−12.89
−9.31
−12.88
−4.33
−9.06
−13.58

FO Transducer
Configuration
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower
Lower

zones
zones
zones
zones
zones
zones
zones

Average Flow
Rate (L/min)

Test Duration
(min)

1.3
1.2
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.6

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
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Figure 7. Drawdown observations from field validation test with pumping from CMT 3-7 (blue), and corresponding predicted
drawdowns using forward model with best estimated parameter field from inversion (red).

validation test results with crossplots of measured vs.
simulated drawdown.
Results of the validation test at CMT3-7 (Figure 7)
are representative of five of the seven validation tests
(CMT1-7, CMT3-2, CMT3-4, CMT3-7, and CMT5-2).
Common observations across these five tests are:
1. At most observation locations, the model using the estimated K field, Ss , and Sy closely predicted drawdowns
from the validation tests.
2. At observation locations vertically close to the pumping location in a given CMT cluster, the model did not
accurately predict measured responses (see drawdown
curves at CMT3-4, CMT3-5, and CMT3-6 in Figures 7
and S5 to S10). For example, drawdown is under predicted at: CMT3-3 with pumping at CMT3-2; CMT1-3
with pumping at CMT1-2; CMT1-6 with pumping at
CMT1-7.
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With respect to the second point above: because
the anomalously high drawdowns are only observed in
zones that are vertically near a given pumping zone
(Figures 7 and S5 to S10), it appears likely that incomplete
collapse and/or incomplete sand fill in the annular space
between the CMTs and the borehole wall allows vertical
communication with vertically nearby pumping zones.
Two validation tests (pumping at CMT1-2 and
CMT1-4) have anomalous results compared with the
other five tests; they consistently under predict observed
drawdowns at (1) nearly all observation locations for
pumping at CMT1-2, and (2) at numerous locations
for pumping at CMT1-4 (but with less-severe under
prediction than for pumping at CMT1-2; e.g., compare
Figure 7 with Figures S7 and S9). A plausible reason for
the discrepancies of pumping tests at CMT1-2 and CMT14 is the high-K lens below CMT1-2 (see Figure 3b [left
panel] and Figure 4e near x = 70 m, y = 45 m) which is
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Figure 7. Continued

a suspect feature. Indeed, this high-K lens occurs in the
local area of higher uncertainty at the bottom of the tested
volume (Figure 3b) and can be traced as a very high-K
channel outside the tested volume to the lateral constanthead boundary of the model.
Such a high-K feature adjacent to CMT1-2 that connects to a constant-head source of water can explain
suppressed simulated drawdown during a pumping test
in the tested volume, and is consistent with the pattern
of improved curve matching with pumping tests progressively further (vertically) away from the high-K feature (i.e., less-severe mismatches for the pumping test at
CMT1-4 vs. CMT1-2, and minimal issues for the pumping test at CMT1-7 [Figure S8]). Indeed, confidence in the
robustness of the quality-evaluation measures of uncertainty quantification and validation tests is gained because
both have identified the same region of the 3D tomography image that is not well reproduced. In this regard, one
working hypothesis consistent with available information
NGWA.org

is: the high-K connection to the constant-head boundary (which is, without other context, a rather prominent
structure to occur in the data-starved region between the
CMTs and the model lateral boundary) appears to be a
model-error compensation for a model-error assumption
of no-flow at the bottom boundary, at least locally below
CMT-1. This region then could be (1) a target for followup investigation or (2) considered with caution where such
follow-up is not possible.
Comparison with Published Field and Laboratory
Validation Results
Overall, these validation results are very encouraging
and provide credibility to the tomographic inversion.
Indeed, crossplots of observed vs. predicted or simulated
drawdown for the CMT validation tests (especially those
minimally affected by the suspect or uncertain high-K
body near CMT1) show close adherence to the 1:1 line and
mostly high r 2 values (Figure 8, Table 4). For perspective
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Figure 8. Crossplots of measured vs. simulated drawdown points for additional pumping tests used for validation, along with:
linear regression lines (in black); regression equations; and r 2 values. 1:1 lines (dashed grey) for reference. Drawdown results
for observation zones vertically adjacent to pumping ports are excluded due to suspected incomplete collapse during CMT
installations. Note varying scales between crossplots.

Table 4
Comparison of Validation Test Results for 3D THT of This Study with Validation Tests of 3D THT at the
NCRS (Berg and Illman 2011a, Figure 131) and Laboratory THT (Berg and Illman 2011b)
Average
The present study
Test
CMT1-4
Slope
1.11
r2
0.67
NCRS
Test
PW1-4
Slope
0.14
r2
0.12
Laboratory
Test
Port 18
Slope
1.03
r2
0.95

CMT1-7
1.05
0.37

CMT3-2
0.87
0.93

CMT3-4
0.85
0.88

CMT3-7
0.82
0.84

CMT5-2
0.68
0.91

n = 62
0.163
0.77

PW1-5
0.70
0.56

PW-3-4
0.34
0.28

PW5-4
0.32
0.15

PW5-5
0.32
0.24

—
—
—

n = 51
0.643
0.27

Port 23
1.04
0.90

Port 40
1.03
0.98

Port 42
1.21
0.98

—
—
—

—
—
—

n =4
0.083
0.95

1 Note we only use validation tests in this table (i.e., tests that were not included in HT inversion); calibration tests in Figure 13 of Berg and Illman (2011a) that were

used in HT inversion are not included here for comparison.
2 Six of seven validation tests are used from this study; the test with pumping from CMT1-2 is not used because of the dominant influence on this test of leakage

through a suspect high-K connection to a lateral boundary (Figures 8 and S7).
3 Average slope values are given as average absolute value differences from the 1:1 line, or (|1.0 − slope|) and a perfect match would yield 0.00.

on quality, we compare these validation results (Figure 8)
with validation using the same method for (1) field 3D
THT in a largely similar but confined clay to sand-andgravel aquifer (Figure 13 in the study by Berg and Illman
2011a) and (2) laboratory THT in a less-heterogeneous
sandy aquifer (Figure 8 in the study by Berg and Illman
2011b). Quantitative validation results from this study
(i.e., curve-match slope and r 2 values) are much closer
to laboratory quality than previous field 3D THT in a
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comparably heterogeneous aquifer setting (Table 4). Here
we note that Berg and Illman (2011a) conducted one of
the first 3D THT field studies, which was more a proofof-concept study than a detailed high-resolution study.

Summary and Conclusions
3D THT can generate high-resolution tomograms in
highly heterogeneous unconfined aquifers (e.g., clay to
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sand-and-gravel aquifers with almost seven orders of
magnitude K range) that can identify hydrogeological
features (e.g., continuity and discontinuity of high-K
and low-K zones, juxtaposition of high-K and low-K
lenses) that would not be identified by interpolation of 1D
information between wells. Such features are important
for accurate flow and transport modeling and for selection,
design, and operation of remediation systems.
Modeling of the unconfined, highly heterogeneous
aquifer at high resolution was accomplished using MODFLOW with the adjoint state method for calculating the
sensitivity matrix and a modified Levenberg-Marquardt
solver for the nonlinear geostatistical inverse problem.
The forward models were highly discretized to account for
high K contrasts and infrastructure at the pumping well.
The unknown parameter field was uniformly discretized
into 1 m × 1 m × 0.6 m voxels to provide high-resolution
of heterogeneity.
High-resolution tomograms generated by 3D THT in
the field are evaluated by uncertainty quantification, match
quality and match-point statistics of calibration curves,
and match quality and match-point statistics of validation
curves. Evaluation results approach laboratory quality for
most of the tomogram within the perimeter of observation
CMTs. Higher uncertainties and poorer validation matches
and match statistics are associated with the location below
and to the side of CMT1 where a suspect feature is
identified and thereby provides valuable information for
follow-up investigation or caution in interpretation.
Taken together, results and evaluation of results from
this study indicate that high-resolution 3D THT can be
conducted successfully at hydrologically noisy, active
industrial sites if care is taken to plan for appropriate
site infrastructure (in this case, installation of a pumping
well with alternating sand and bentonite, and nested
CMTs), monitor for trends, mitigate open-well influences,
and operate timing of pumping tests and recovery to
maximize the number of tests while minimizing recoverytrend effects and the volume of contaminated water to be
captured.
A key enabling technology contributing to the high
quality of the tomogram is high-resolution (≤1 mm head
change), fast-sampling, small-diameter, fiber-optic pressure transducers that allow efficient access to observation
zones through small-diameter tubes. Also, the new and
easily transferable testing capability of pumping from
CMT zones was demonstrated and provided strong validation test evidence for this study.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article:
Appendix S1. Supporting details of hydraulic tomography
testing in Sardinia.
Appendix S2. Supporting details of forward and inverse
modeling.
Table S1. CMT observation locations.
Figure S1. Aerial view of industrial site with groundwater
flow direction indicated by arrows. Inset shows the area
surrounding HT testing and footprint of HT testing area
(gray square—also see Figure S2). Black circles indicate
barrier pumping wells and red circles identify monitoring
wells that had data loggers recording water levels prior to
and during the HT testing campaign. Note that pumping
from barrier well PR01 was turned off seven days prior
to, and for the duration of, HT testing.
Figure S2. Overview of the testing area with identified
features including: new pumping well (NPM01), preexisting monitoring well (PM01), observation locations
(CMTs), and relevant data collection systems.
Figure S3. Hydrographs from three monitoring wells
spanning the period of HT tests: SB41 (top), P6 (middle),
and PC032 (bottom). SB41 is nearest to the HT testing
site, while P6 and PC032 are further away, up gradient
and down gradient, respectively (see Figure S1). Water
levels are all relative to the level measured at 00:00 on
October 11, 2013 for ease of comparison. The approximate periods during which HT pumping tests occurred on
a given day are shown as shaded intervals for pumping
tests from NPM01 (in aqua), the CMTs (in lime green),
and PM01 (in gray). Note that the testing from PM01 was
not described or used in this paper; those testing dates are
shown for completeness. This figure shows daily cycles
(two per day), several 5- to 7-day cycles, and a superimposed regional-scale downward trend.
Figure S4. Hydrographs focusing on the daily trends
in three monitoring wells: SB41, P6, and PC032. Water
levels are all relative to the level measured at 00:00 on
October 23, 2013 for ease of comparison. All monitoring
wells show twice-daily fluctuations on the order of 0.01 m
over 6 h for a rate of approximately 5 × 10−7 m/s, which
yields a water level change of 0.001 m during a 15-min
period (i.e., the length of a pumping test).
Figure S5. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT3-2 on October 15, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
Figure S6. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT3-4 on October 28, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
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Figure S7. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT1-2 on October 28, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
Figure S8. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT1-7 on October 29, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
Figure S9. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT1-4 on October 29, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
Figure S10. Drawdown observations from field validation
pumping test from CMT5-2 on October 29, 2013 (blue),
and the corresponding predicted drawdown using forward
model with best estimated parameter field from inversion
(red).
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